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Winner Named in Slogan Contest!
The winner of the safety slogan contest for 2005 is Michael Shelton
from our Delta Division in
Ledbetter, Kentucky. His entry:

“Our Work Shows Pride, With

Safety As Our Guide” was cho-

sen over 15 other entries. Please join
me in giving Michael a pat on the
back. The other entries included:

•
•

“Our Work
Shows Pride,
With Safety
As Our
Guide”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Topics

IRVING MATERIALS, INC.

•

•
•

An eye for safety is a healthy I,
Every hazard we recognize is an
accident avoided,
imi employees should be SEEN and
not HURT,
Operating or driving heavy equipment
without safety is a DEAD-end job.
Open your eyes in 2005
Be alive in 2005
Keep safety alive in 2005 (2)
Survive with safety in 2005
Strive for safety in 2005
imi safety drive in 2005
Dive into safety in 2005
Safety—not jive—in 2005
Arrive alive in 2005

Safety’s our strive in 2005
As you can see, it was a difficult
choice. All of the suggestions were
very good. I liked the way the winning slogan ties in with “We’re
Proud of Our Work”. I sincerely
appreciate everyone’s participation
in this little bit of fun. It is rewarding to me to see that folks from all
over the imi family read my Safety
Topics. Be assured that you will be
seeing the slogan many times this
year.
•

Michael will be receiving an array of
new safety gear along with a Company logo jacket.

Michael Shelton—imi/Delta, Ledbetter, KY
2005 Safety Slogan Winner

Cold Weather Injury Prevention
Mark Twain once said, “We all talk about
the weather but nobody does anything
about it.” It is the Monday after Christmas
as I write this and there has been a lot of
talk about the weather in the last week:
record breaking low temperatures and
record snow fall in areas not used to that
much snow. It may be a little late to review the precautions that are needed in
cold exposures. But here goes anyway.

Inside this issue:

Cold has the potential to cause very serious injury. I came across some new terms
while researching for this article: chilblain—inflammation of the hands and
feet due to exposure to cold and moisture, and—trench foot—frostbite of the
feet caused by exposure to cold and
moisture that can result in gangrene.
Frostbite is a serious injury caused by
freezing of deep layers of skin causing
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A very well proportioned young lady vacationing in the sunny
south during this cold miserable weather in Mid-America, spent
almost all of her vacation sunbathing on the roof of her hotel. At
first she wore a bathing suit, but as time passed and no one else
used the area, she slipped out of her suit for an all over tan. She
had hardly begun when she heard footsteps on the stairs. She
pulled the towel over her just as someone said, “Excuse me, miss,
but we don’t allow nude sunbathing.” She replied ,“What difference does it make? No one can see me up here, and I heard you in
time and covered with a towel.” The embarrassed man replied,
“Well, you are lying on the dining room skylight!”

Safety is never an accident: it
is always the result of high
intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful
execution! It represents the
wise choice of many alternatives!!
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Cold Weather Injury Prevention (continued from the front page)
tissue damage. Hypothermia is a life threatening situation
where the body core temperature drops to or below 95º F.
Simply put, take care of yourself! A healthy body is less susceptible to the cold. Use moisturizing lotions and lip balm.
You would be surprised at how much moisture the body can
lose from exposed skin. Stay active to produce more heat. Avoid dehydration by
drinking plenty of liquids but avoid alcohol
and caffeine. Eat nutritious foods. Stay dry
and have dry clothes available if you anticipate becoming wet from the outside or
from sweat. (If you are sweating to excess,
maybe you are over dressed.)
Speaking of dress: dress in layers. Wear
headbands, or hooded jackets to protect
your ears. Wear water resistant boots. Wear
an outer windproof layer. Wear cotton close
to the body to absorb perspiration. Wear
mittens if possible and add liners. Keep
your socks dry and even take extra pairs to
change into. Feet, hands and ears are the
most susceptible, so take extra precautions
here.

Get out of the cold for a break. Especially if you are shivering.
Shivering is your body’s first defense mechanism. Have warming devices available in work areas. Establish a buddy system
and check on each other regularly. When working in the cold,
build a shelter if possible. Turn your back to the wind.
If you maintain good physical health, eat
and drink properly, and minimize contact
time to the cold, you are more likely to
stay healthy. Work smart and play smart.
Stay warm and stay healthy.
It is a good idea to consider the possibility
of being stranded in your vehicle. Consider
the 100’s of vehicles stranded in southern
Indiana just last week. During the winter
months it is a good idea to have a blanket
or two in your vehicle. Also take along
some energy bars and water. Always dress
for the conditions and have gloves and a
hat, just in case. A lot of body heat is lost
through the top of the head.

